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Abstract

Algorithms predicting RNA secondary structures based on di�erent folding cri�

teria � minimum free energies �mfe�� kinetic folding �kin�� maximum matching

�mm� � and di�erent parameter sets are studied systematically Two base pairing

alphabets were used� the binary GC and the natural four�letter AUGC alphabet

Computed structures and free energies depend strongly on both algorithms and

parameter sets Statistical properties� such as mean numbers of base pairs� mean

numbers of stacks� mean loop sizes� etc� are much less sensitive to the choices of

parameter sets and even algorithms Some features of RNA secondary structures�

like structure correlation functions� shape space covering and neutral networks�

seem to depend only on the base pairing logic �GC or AUGC alphabet�

Key Words

Kinetic folding � minimum free energy structures � RNA secondary structures �

sequence structure relations

Introduction

Recently new methods have been developed that exploit the mechanism of Dar�

winian selection and the features of large ensembles of randomly generated bio�

polymers for an evolutionary design of nucleic acid and protein molecules with

prede�ned properties Evolutionary biotechnology is intended to complement and

to replace in part the rational design of biomolecules The �rst applications have

been based predominantly on RNA since it can be easily ampli�ed in cell�free

assays and it has su�ciently interesting molecular properties including speci�c

catalytic function Examples are the selection for RNA molecules which bind to

prede�ned targets �proteins� Tuerk � Gold �		�� organic dyes� Ellington � Szo�

stak �		�� ATP� Sassanfar � Szostak �		
� or discriminate between closely related

� � �
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molecules �theophyllin and ca�eine� Jenison et al� �		�� Other studies dealt with

retraining of ribozymes in order to change catalytic functions and substrate spe�

ci�cities �Joyce �	�	� Beaudry � Joyce �		��� the search for RNA sequences that

act like hammerhead ribozymess in an in vivo assay �Schwienhorst � Lindemann

�		��� and the de novo design of catalytic RNA by selection techniques �Bartel �

Szostak �		
� In order to be able to interpret the dynamics and to predict the

outcome of these selection experiments� it is necessary to understand in detail the

relations between sequences� spatial structures� and biochemical functions of the

biopolymers in question

RNA evolution experiments are simpler than those with viruses or entire orga�

nisms because RNA unites genotype �by its sequence� and phenotype �by its 
D�

structure� in the same molecule A core problem of understanding molecular

evolution is thus addressed by investigating how RNA sequences fold into spatial

structures �Gesteland � Atkins �		
� The spatial structure of an RNA molecule

is dominated by its secondary structure which is tantamount to a list of Watson�

Crick �GC and AU� and GU base pairs In fact� the free energy of folding can be

explained almost completely by the energy of secondary structure formation �see

for example Freier et al� �	��� Le � Maizel �	�	�� and secondary structures are

conserved in evolution �Sanko� et al� �	��� Pace et al� �	��� Cech �	��� Waterman

�	�	� Le � Zuker �		�� It is meaningful therefore to consider the folding process

as consisting of two steps�

��� folding of the sequence into a two dimensional� planar secondary structure

induced by base pair formation and

��� subsequent formation of the three dimensional structure

Secondary structures are much easier to predict �Zuker � Stiegler �	��� Zuker �

Sanko� �	��� Zuker �	�	a� McCaskill �		�� Hofacker et al� �		�� than complete

spatial structures They can be stored in compressed forms and accordingly very

large random samples can be handled on the computer �Grner et al� �		�a�b�

� � �
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Folding RNA sequences into secondary structures is frequently used as a tool for

classi�cation and prediction of function of RNA molecules Several prediction al�

gorithms are in widespread use and even entire virus genomes are folded �HIV�

Shapiro et al� �		�� Huynen et al� �		�a� in order to learn more about the regula�

tion of viral life cycles in host cells On the other hand� it is well established that

all available algorithms are facing several severe problems�

�i� Predicted minimum free energy �mfe� structures do not coincide with struc�

tures derived from phylogenetic comparisons �Gutell �		�� �		
� Konings �

Gutell �		��

�ii� Energies computed for the phylogenetic structures deviate more from the

mfe�values the longer the RNA sequences are �Morgan � Higgs� �		��

�iii� The numbers of suboptimal secondary structures are extremely large and no

algorithm is available that allows to compute all structures

Tertiary interactions �non Watson�Crick base pairs� pseudoknots� base triplets�

G�quartets� etc� not taken into account in the computation of the energies of

secondary structures may be responsible for the chain length dependent deviati�

ons mentioned in �iii� Alternatively� larger RNA molecules need not fold into

mfe�structures but into those that are determined by the kinetics of the folding

process The various kinetic folding algorithms for RNA di�er with respect to the

folding criterium This criterium� in essence� corresponds to the time for refolding

of partial structures into more stable con�gurations which is alloted during the

folding process For mfe based algorithms this time is in�nite

In this contribution we shall be concerned with qualitative aspects of the mapping

from sequences into secondary structures We shall show that several properties

are fairly insensitive to the choice of folding principles and parameter sets In

particular� most of the global relations between sequences and structures were

found to be independent for almost all practical purposes

� 
 �
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Methods

Secondary Structures

Secondary structures are lists of Watson Crick and GU base pairs Let �i � j�

denote a base pair between the nucleotides at position i and j� with i � j The

original de�nition of secondary structure �Waterman �	��� requires that

�i� Each base is involved in at most one base pair� from �i � j� and �k � l� follows

that i �� k� i �� l� j �� k� j �� l

�ii� The following no knot condition is ful�lled� For any two base pairs �i � j� and

�k � l� with i � k � l holds i � k � l � j

The second condition implies that every secondary structure can be drawn as

a planar graph �without crossing of strands� Both conditions are not strictly

valid Base triplets� which violate condition �i�� have been found in a variety of

RNA molecules such as tRNAs �Giege et al� �		
�� and group�II introns �Michel

et al� �	�	� Pseudoknots �Pleij �		�� Westhof � Jaeger �		��� which violate

condition �ii�� have been identi�ed in an increasing number of RNA molecules�

eg� in group�I introns �Michel � Westhof �		��� in viral RNA �Pleij et al� �	����

in ribosomal RNA �Maly � Brimacombe �	�
� Gutell �		��� and even in small

oligonucleotides �Puglisi et al� �	���

Nevertheless the structure predictions obtained from minimum free energy struc�

tures have proven to be useful in a wealth of applications to particular sequences

For several decades they were and still are used in molecular biology in the in�

terpretation of RNA function Furthermore� statistical properties of secondary

structures derived from large samples of random sequences have been shown to

agree very well with those obtained from phylogenetic structures �Fontana et al�

�		
b� Higgs �		
� For a recent comparison of mfe and phylogenetic structures

see Konings � Gutell ��		��

� � �
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Secondary structures decompose into the following structural elements which are

assumed to contribute additively to mfe�

� Stacks are double�helical regions of RNA�

� Loops are unpaired regions enclosed by stacks The degree of a loop is the

number of stacks attached to it A hairpin loop thus has degree �� bulges

and interior loops have degree �� and all loops with degree larger than � are

denoted as multi�loops

� External elements are strains of unpaired bases that are not part of a loop

They are either free ends or joints connecting di�erent components of the

secondary structure

Free energy of folding

The energy of a particular structure is assumed to be the sum of contributions from

individual base pair stackings and loops strains Over the last twenty years detailed

sets of thermodynamic parameters for stacking energies and loop energies have

been measured taking into account sequence dependences of these contributions

�Prschke �	��� Fink � Crothers �	��� Gralla � Crothers �	�
ab� Uhlenbeck et al�

�	�
� Borer et al� �	��� Sugimoto et al �	��ab� Peritz et al� �		�� Santa Lucia et

al� �		��

Several energy parameter sets have been derived from these thermodynamic data

�Salser �	��� Ninio �	�	� Papanicolaou et al� �	��� Freier et al� �	��� Jaeger et

al� �	�	� In this paper we shall compare computations based on two di�erent

parameter sets One has been derived in �	�� by Salser� and the other one is a

recent update of the Freier et al� ��	��� parameter set The latter is being used

nowadays by most programs for RNA folding Apart from di�erent numerical

parameter values the Salser set is based on base pair energies whereas the recent

parameter set uses stacking energies �corresponding to interactions beween base

� � �
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pairs� as the source of structure stabilization As mentioned already in the in�

troduction all parameter sets including the most recent one are far from perfectly

matching reality For instance� there are no reliable experimental data available

for the energy contributions of multiloops� and the discovery of particularly stable

tetraloops �Tuerk et al� �	��� Santa Lucia et al� �		�� shows that the assumption

of sequence independent loop contributions is not justi�ed in general

Folding algorithms

Three di�erent criteria for RNA secondary structure formation are used in the

algorithms compared here� maximum number of matching base pairs �mm�� kine�

tically controlled folding �kin�� and minimum free energies �mfe� In the last case

it is also possible to compute base pairing probabilities derived from the partition

function of secondary structures �p�

Maximum matching

For purposes of comparison we computed structures and structure statistics of

RNA secondary structures with the �maximum matching� algorithm �Nussinov

et al� �	���� which derives a structure with the maximum number of base pairs

irrespective of energy parameters It can be interpreted as a minimum free energy

algorithm with a highly degenerate parameter set �in arbitary energy units��

�G � �� for each base pair� and �G � � for each loop These parameters are

tantamount to a contribution of �G � �� for each stacking between two base pairs

and a �uniform� value �G � �� for each loop This parametrization is obviously

unrealistic� since in this model the loops have a stabilizing instead of the common

destabilizing e�ect Here maximum matching was applied with the two additional

constraints that �i� hairpin loops must have at least three unpaired bases� and that

�ii� isolated base pairs are forbidden �implying that the minimum lenght of a stack

is two base pairs� We include maximum matching �mm� in order to search for

� � �
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statistical properties that are �almost� completely indepent of parameter choices�

indicating that they are determined by the base pairing logic

Kinetically controlled folding

There has been a long discussion whether an RNA molecules fold into the ther�

modynamically most stable structure or whether they form structures that are

determined by course and kinetics of the folding process A variety of closely

related algorithms have been proposed that are based on local minimization of

free energies subject to kinetic constraints �Martinez �	��� Abrahams et al� �		��

Gultyaev �		�� In our investigations we used a variant of the algorithm derived

by Martinez ��	��� All possible stacks of a given sequence are evaluated and

their equilibrium constants are computed The folding process proceeds stepwise

by adding successively the stacks with the highest equilibrium constant which

are compatible with already incorporated stacks The folding process is complete

when no more stacks can be found whose incorporation can lower the minimal free

energy of the secondary structure

Minimum free energy

The most common approach to predict RNA structures is based on minimization

of free energy �Tinoco et al� �	��� Finding the minimum free energy structure is a

non�linear optimization problem that can be addressed by dynamic programming

In this sense RNA folding is closely related to the loop�matching problem In

fact� loop matching can be understood as a special case of RNA mfe�folding

Dynamic programming algorithms have been published for a variety of di�erent

energy models �See for example� Waterman �	��� Zuker � Stiegler �	��� Zuker

� Sanko� �	��� Waterman � Smith �	��� and for a review see� Zuker �	�	b�

These algorithms are readily adapted to take into account new biochemical data

�for example particularly stable tetraloops� The implementation used for this

study is described in detail in Hofacker et al� ��		�� Recent improvements allow

� � �
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dynamic programming algorithms to predict not only a single minimum free energy

structures� but an assortment of structures close to the minimum energy or all

structures in a certain energy band �Waterman � Byers �	��� Zuker �	�	a�

Partition function algorithm

McCaskill ��		�� generalized the dynamic programming approach to produce the

partition function of secondary structures Instead of a single secondary structure

this algorithm produces the base pairing probability matrix A detailed statisti�

cal analysis of the resulting �structure ensembles� has been carried out recently

�Bonhoe�er et al� �		
� We shall use these published data for comparison of the

energy and structure landscapes Since the partition function algorithm does not

produce unique secondary structures we can only compare the correlation lengths

of free energies and structures with those computed by the other algorithms

The comparison presented here is based on the most recent parameter set ��F��

Freier et al� �	��� The di�erent folding criteria are applied to produce the data

sets to be analyzed �mm� kin�F �� mfeF � p�f�� In order to see the in uence of

di�erent choices of parameter sets mfe�structures were computed with a second

�older� parameter set as well �mfeS � �S�� Salser �	���

Distances between secondary structures

A variety of distance measures for secondary structures have been proposed Se�

condary structure graphs can be mapped one to one to strings and to trees The

string representation is obtained by denoting each unpaired base by a dot� each

base paired upstream by an opening bracket� and each base paired downstream

by a closing bracket Hogeweg � Hesper ��	��� de�ned the distance of two se�

condary structures as an alignment distance of the two string representations �see

also Konings � Hogeweg �	�	� It can be shown that this distance is a metric on

� � �
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5’

5’

Figure �� Representation of RNA secondary structures by means of planar trees�

the set of secondary structures

A more sophisticated approach to a representation of secondary structure makes

use of trees �Figure �� see� for example� Shapiro �	��� Shapiro � Zhang �		��

Fontana et al� �		
b� Hofacker et al� �		�� �		�� For rooted planar trees a na�

tural metric distance is de�ned by tree�editing which is a generalization of string

alignments �Tai �	�	� Ohmori � Tanaka �	��� Shapiro � Zhang �		�� An ad�

vantage of this distance measure is that base pairs are always aligned to base pairs

while it happens frequently in string alignment that a base pair is aligned to �two�

non�matching bases Distance measures based on permutation representations of

secondary structures are discussed in Reidys � Stadler ��		��

In order to compare structures belonging to a single sequence it is often useful to

de�ne distance by the number of non�identical base pairs� or even simpler� by the

Hamming distance of the string representations These measures correspond to

edit distances where insertion and deletions are forbidden� and hence substitution

is the only allowed edit operation

The distance measures in shape space presented here are primarily motivated by

� 	 �
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the search for an unambiguous relation between structures It should be mentio�

ned� however� that tools for comparison of structures are generally context depen�

dent and other de�nitions of distance in shape space might be more appropriate for

comparing RNA molecules with respect to their function or evolutionary success
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Figure �� Coase graining of RNA secondary structures by means of planar trees�

Coarse graining of secondary structures

Tree representations in full resolution make it often di�cult to focus on the essen�

tial structural features of RNA molecule because they are overloaded with details

Various coarse grained tree representations based on application dependent ad hoc

assumptions have been invented in order to deal with this problem Probably the

� �� �
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most canonical approach to a coarse grained representation starts by translating

the �full� tree representation into a homeomorphically irreducible tree� HIT� �Fi�

gure � and Fontana et al� �		
b� In a HIT stacked regions and unpaired regions�

respectively� are represented by single nodes with weights indicating the number

of bases or base pairs in the structural element HITs still contain the full in�

formation on structures Coarse graining can now be done either by omitting all

nodes with weights smaller than a certain threshold �Fontana et al� �		
b� or by

ignoring the particular arrangement of unpaired sequences in loops and labeling

each stack with only the type of the loop enclosed by it �Shapiro �	��� Shapiro

� Zhang �		�� An even coarser level of description is obtained by ignoring all

interior loops and bulges and focusing on the branching structure of the molecule

only

Computer programs

All calculations presented in this study have been performed using the Vienna

RNA Package �Hofacker et al� �		�� The programs are written in ANSI�C and are

intended for UNIX systems The package including the complete source code is

available free of charge via anonymous ftp from ftp�tbi�univie�ac�at or via

world wide web from www�tbi�univie�ac�at

Comparison of Structures

Samples of random sequences are generated with uniform distributions of nucleo�

tides We studied both the natural GCAU and the two�letter GC alphabet

Statistics refer to sample size of approximately ��� ��� sequences for each chain

length� alphabet� and algorithm

� �� �
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Reliability of structure prediction

In order to test the reliability of algoriths for the prediction of structures we have

folded the same sequences with mfeF � mfeS � kin and mm Reliability is clearly

a question of great practical importance for the application of RNA folding al�

gorithms� since they have been designed for the prediction of the structure of a

particular sequence Figure 
A shows the fraction of sequences that are folded into

non�identical structures in pairwise comparisons of the three algorithms kin� mfeS

and mfeF  This fraction approaches one with increasing chain length implying

that the three algorithms predict di�erent structures for practically all sequences

Structure prediction seems to be more sensitive to the choice of parameters than

to the folding criterium

A more subtle method of measuring the di�erences in structure prediction is to

calculate a distance between the structures derived by di�erent algorithms from

the same sequence We used the tree editing distance for comparing secondary

structure graphs �Figure �� Let D
�
f�x�� g�x�

�
denote the distance of the secon�

dary structures of the sequence x for two di�erent algorithms f and g Then we

de�ne

Pfg �
hD
�
f�x�� g�x�

�
i

hD
�
f�p�� g�q�

�
random

i
���

where the average in the denominator is taken over pairs of randomly chosen

sequences p and q Pfg measures the average deviation of the predictions of the

algorithms f and g� Pfg � � means that the predictions agree perfectly� while

Pfg � � indicates that the predictions are completely unrelated Figure 
B shows

the dependence of Pfg on the chain length As expected� the predictions agree less

and less well as the chain length increases

Individual comparisons yielded�

� mfeF vs mfes� Even at chain lengths �� only about ��! of the predicted

structures are identical For chain lengths greater than �� the percentage of

identically predicted structures is negligibly small

� �� �
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Figure �� Average distances between structures computed from identical sequences with di�e�
rent algorithms and parameter sets� We show Pfg as a function of the chain length
for the comparisons mfeF versus mfeS � � mfeF versus kin� �� and mfeS versus kin�
�� Four distance measures for secondary structures are used� A fraction of sequences
yielding non�identical structures� B tree edit distance� C alignment distance� D base
pair distance�

� �
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� mfeF vs kin� In contrast to the above comparison a remarkably higher

degree of identical structures is predicted Even sequences as long as ���

bases are folded in about ��! into identical structures

� mfeS vs kin� The percentage of identically folded sequences is even some�

what lower than in the �rst case

� mm vs all other algorithms� Sequences folded by the maximum matching

algorithm have very little in common with the structures generated by the

other algorithms

From these results it can be clearly seen that the choice of a parameter set is more

important than the folding criterium underlying the prediction algorithm for secon�

dary structures Even an algorithm di�ering substantially from the mfe�criterion

as does the kinetical algorithm predicts structures with much more similarity when

the same parameter set is used than those produced by the same algorithm �mfe�

with a di�erent parameter set

Distribution of structures

For every algorithm ��� ��� randomly generated strings of length n � ��� were

folded into secondary structures The structures were then ranked according to

their frequencies The ranking yields a distribution which follows a generalized

Zipf"s law

f�r� � a�r � b��c ���

where r and f�r� are the rank and the frequency of the corresponding structure�

respectively a is a normalization constant� b can be interpreted as the number

of �very frequent� structures We found distributions following this form of gene�

ralized Zipf"s law for all algorithms� parameter sets� and alphabets This �nding

implies that there exist few common and many rare structures independently of the

detailed base paring logics� the folding alghortihm and the energetic parameters

� �� �
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Figure �� Zipf�s law for coarse grained RNA secondary structures� mfeF � full line� mfeS � dash�
dotted line� kin� dashed line� A AUGC alphabet� B GC alphabet�

Table �� Parameters of the �ts to Zipf"s law for chain length n � ���

GCAU GC

b c b c
mfeF �� ��� 		� ���
mfeS 
� ��� 	
� ���
kin 

 ��� 
�� 
��

The parameter b measures the number of very frequent structures The data

in table � indicate that there are at least an order of magnitude more frequent

structures for the GC alphabet than for the GCAU alphabet This is consistent

with the fact that the ratio of structures to sequences is larger for two letter

alphabets It is also interesting to note that the tail of the distribution is steeper for

the kinetic algorithm than for the minimum free energy algorithm This indicates

that not all of the very rare minimum free energy structures are accessible to the

� �� �
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kinetic folding algorithm

Statistics of Structure Elements

All statistically evaluated structure parameters for both alphabets and all algo�

rithms are compiled in table � For a recent review on secondary structure elements

see also Chastain � Tinoco ��		��

The statistics of structural elements in large random samples of minimum free

energy structures has been studied previously in great detail �Fontana et al� �		
b�

A comparison of various alphabets can be found in Fontana et al� ��		
a�b� In

the following we shall discuss the alphabet dependence only if it deviates from the

�ndings for the minimum free energy structures obtained with the parameter set

Freier et al� ��	���

The dependence of structure statistics on the chosen alphabet can be explained

by the di�erent average strength of base pairing and by the di�erence in stickiness

P which is the probability that two arbitrarily chosen bases can form a base pair

In the present case we have PGC � ��� and PGCAU � ��
��� respectively The

strength of base pairing is larger for GC pairs on average� since the stacking

energies for GC�GC and GC�CG are larger than for any other pairs For both

reasons we expect a larger number of base pairs in pure GC sequences than in

AUGC sequences As an immediate consequence we have smaller loop sizes and

fewer external digits Furthermore� larger stacking energies allow to stabilize more

small stacks

We compare the data from folding algorithms with a sample of random structures

that ful�l the following properties� �i� all stacks have at least length �� ie� there

are no isolated base pairs� �ii� all hairpin loops contain at least 
 unpaired bases�

and �iii� they are compatible with sequences with the stickiness P corresponding

� �� �
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Table �� Structure statistics

n Algorithm Nb Nl Nj Ne Ll Ls Dl

GCAU

�	 mfeF 
	��
 ��� 
��� 
��	 ���� ��
� 
��

mfeS ��� ���
 
�

 
���� ���� ��	
 
���
kin ��
� 
��� 
��� 
��	 ��
 ���� 
���
mm 
��	
 �
� 
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mfeF � minimal free energy algorithm� parameter set� Freier et� al� 
��� mfeS � minimal free
energy algorithm� parameter set� Salser 
���� kin� kinetical algorithm �Martinez 
���� para�
meter set� Freier et� al� 
��� mm� maximum matching� minimum loop size is �� minimum stack
size is �� random� a randomly chosen sample of structures created by the algorithm described in
the appendix�
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to the GCAU and GC alphabet� respectively A random sample of sequences

with the above de�ned properties can be generated using the algorithm described

in the appendix A combinatorial analysis of the statistics of random structures

is described in Hofacker et al� ��		��

Mean free energies

Due to the higher binding energies of the GC pair� GC sequences are more sta�

ble than the AUGC sequences The mean free energies scale linearly with n

independent of the algorithm and the parameter set

Mean number of base pairs Nb

All three algorithms show a linear increase of the number of base pairs with n

The mfeF structures have the largest average number of base pairs� the kinetic

structures the smallest one �Figure �B� Data computed from the random sample

show that secondary structures as predicted by the folding algorithms �mfe or

kin� do not have signi�cantly more base pairs than random compatible GCAU�

structures This is� however� not true for GC�sequences for which the energy

minimization results in a remarkable increase in the number of base pairs

Mean number of loops and stacks Ns

The number of loops equals necessarily the number of stacks since every loop is by

de�nition closed by a stack For all three algorithms the mean numbers of loops

�or stacks� scale linearly with n The kinetically folded structures contain fewer

loops than the mfe�structures The number of loops and stacks is signi�cantly

smaller in the folded structures than in random compatible structures Folding�

no surprise� results in larger structural elements than random assembly

Mean loop degree Dl

Since for every additional multiloop with degree n there must be n� � additional

hairpins �with degree ��� the mean loop degree of a structure with Nl loops and

Nc components is ��Nl�Nc Because Nc grows only slowly we expect the average

� �� �
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loop degree to converge to � in all cases However� convergence seems to be quite

slow� in particular for the kinetic algorithm

Mean stack size Ls

The mean stack size approaches a constant value at fairly small chain lengths

�n � ��� The kinetical structures have larger mean stack size than the mfe�

structures The mean stack size of structures folded with reasonable parameters

is about twice as large as the mean stack size for both maximum matching and

random compatible structures This is mostly an e�ect of combinatorics� there

are many more structures with small stacks than with large stacks Hence they

dominate the statistics if they are not suppressed by the destabilizing energy�

contributions of the loops

Mean loop size Ll

The dependence of the mean loop size on the chain length is somewhat in uenced

by the base pairing alphabet�

AUGC alphabet For the mfe�structures the average mean loop size converges

even at moderate chain lengths� say ��� rapidly to a constant value The

kinetically folded structures show greater loop sizes and even at a chain length

of ��� no convergence is reached The slope of the curve� however� decreases

with chain length �Figure �A� and we expect that a constant value will be

reached for long chains

GC alphabet For the kinetic structures a slight increase of the mean loop size

is observed whereas for the mfe�structures the mean loop size even decreases

with chain length n

Number of joints and components Nj � NC

A secondary structure consists of one� two� or more components� which are connec�

ted by joints� hence Nj � NC�� The number of joints is nearly indistinguishable

for both alphabets for the mfeF and the kinetic algorithm Both of them show

� �	 �
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an increase with n which is slower than linear It is not known yet� whether the

number of joints becomes constant for very long chains �n � ����� For Salser"s

parameter set we �nd that the number of joints rapidly settles down to a constant

value Data from random structures are in the same ball�park as the values for

structures obtained from folding mechanisms

Number of external digits Ne

Nucleotides in joints and free ends� that are all bases� which are neither in a stack

or in a loop� are termed external digits In this case the situation is similar to the

number of joints mfeF and the kinetic algorithm scale slightly less than linear

with chain length n for both alphabets� whereas mfeS decreases at small chain

lengths and converges then to a constant value

Except for possibly the mean loop sizes� the qualitative features of the statistics of

secondary structure elements are the same for all algorithms� both parameter sets

and both alphabets Also� the alphabet�dependence of the data is qualitatively

the same Even the quantitative di�erence between the algorithms are in most

cases strikingly small

RNA landscapes and combinatory maps

The view of evolution as an optimization processes on complex �tness landscape

has been introduced by Sewall Wright ��	
�� Since then this concept has received

considerable attention �see� for example� Eigen et al� �	�	� Kau�man �		
� A

landscape is a mapping from the space of genotypes into the space of real num�

bers Examples are free energies or rate constants for structure formation viewed

as function of the sequence �Fontana et al� �		�� �		
a�b� Tacker et al� �		�� Bon�

hoe�er et al� �		
� In the space of genotype we have the usual Hamming distance

for comparing sequences of common length

� �� �
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Figure �� Examples of structure statistics for AUGC�sequences� A Mean loops size and B

mean number of base pairs� mfeF � mfeS �� kin �� mm �� random �� More complete data
are given in table ��

More generally� one may consider the mapping from genotypes to phenotypes In

our application� the phenotype of an RNA molecule is de�ned as its secondary

structure The term combinatory map was coined for such a mapping� since the

notion of a landscape is reserved for mappings into the real numbers allowing for

concepts of local optima� hill climbing an the like� that have no counterparts in

general genotype phenotype mappings �Fontana et al� �		
a�b�

Correlation

Recently� a variety of statistical measures have been proposed for characterizing

��tness� landscapes and combinatory maps The best studied one is the autocor�

relation function measuring the �ruggedness� of the mapping �Eigen et al� �	�	�

Weinberger �		�� As shown in Fontana et al� ��		
a�� it is possible to calculate
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Figure �� Autocorrelation function for GCAU alphabet� A free energy correlation� B secon�
dary structure correlation calculated with tree edit distance� mfeF � solid line� mfeS �
dash�dotted line� kin� dashed line� mm� dotted line�

autocorrelation functions for combinatory maps provided there is a metric distance

measure D comparing phenotypes The autocorrelation function is de�ned by�

��d� � ��
hD��f�x�� f�y��id�x�y��d

hD��f�x�� f�y��irandom
� �
�

We may interpret D
�
f�x�� f�y�

�
either as the absolute di�erence in free energy�

D
�
f�x�� f�y�

�
� j�G�x���G�y�j� or as one of the structure distances discussed

in section 
 In the following we use the tree edit distance The autocorrelation

function ��d� measures the average similarity of structures as a function of the

Hamming distance of their underlying sequences A useful measure for the overall

ruggedness of a landscape of a combinatory map is the correlation length � at

which ��d� has decayed to a value of ��e In �gure � we show examples of autocor�

relation functions for both free energies and tree structures Correlation lengths

are compared in �gure �
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correlation length calculated with the tree editing distance for C�GCAU alphabet and
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Larger values for correlation lengths imply smoother landscapes and� in particular�

smaller numbers of local optima �Stadler � Schnabl �		�� Stadler � Krakhofer

�		�� Evolutionary optimization is thus simpler on landscapes with longer cor�

relation lenghts �For example see Fontana et al� �		�� �		
a� Schuster � Stadler

�		�� Data on free energy landscapes and structure correlation are available in

the literature for the mfe algorithm �Fontana et al� �		�� �		
ab� Schuster et al�

�		�� and for the partition function algorithm �Bonhoe�er et al� �		
� Here we

complement these studies by providing correlation data for two other algorithms�

kinetic folding �Martinez �	��� and maximum matching

It is a general feature of RNA landscapes that the correlation length �E of the

energy landscape is much larger than the correlation length �S of the corresponding

combinatory map of structures Nevertheless� in both cases we observe a linear

scaling of the correlation lengths with n with the AUGC alphabet having the

largest correlation lengths for both cases The auto correlation function for the

combinatory map for structures is nearly identical for both algorithms� so that

we can conclude that these two maps are very similar as far as ruggedness is

concerned �Figure �� The structure correlation for maximum matching on the

GCAU mapping is particularly small since the ground state is highly degenerate�

ie� there are many more or less unrelated secondary structures with the maximum

number of base pairs We do� however� not observe the same e�ect for a two letter

alphabet The structure correlation as calculated from the ensemble of secondary

structures �partition function algorithm� is larger than for single structures� since

room temperature is already close to the average melting temperature for random

GCAU sequences �Bonhoe�er et al� �		
� The situation is di�erent though for

the energy landscape In this case �E of the landscape generated by the kinetic

algorithm is smaller than the �E of the landscape generated by mfeF  This means

that the energy values of two neighbouring sequences change much faster when

using the kinetic algorithm
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The essence of this result is� that the biologically more important combinatory

map of structures is rather independent of the chosen algorithm This is especially

important in the light of new results which showed� that it is possible to cross the

whole sequence space without ever changing the mfeF structure
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kin
mfe

mm
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mfe

mm

Figure 
� Probability P for a neutral path to reach at least a distance d from the starting point�
Solid lines refer to GCAU alphabet� dotted lines belong to the GC alphabet� Note
that the full lines do not end at P���

Neutral networks

A sequence x is said to be compatible with a secondary structure S if it can fold

into S �irrespective of energy considerations� It is convenient to consider two

sequences x and y which are both compatible with the secondary structure S

as neighbors if they di�er either by single base that is unpaired in S or if they

� �� �
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di�er by two bases belonging to a base pair of S A neutral network is a subset

of the set of compatible sequences consisting of those sequences that fold into

the same secondary structure It is connected in the sense of the de�nition of

neighborhoods in the set of compatible sequences In other words� a connected

component contains all sequences which can be reached by mutating a single base

or changing a single base pair of S without changing the structure into which

the sequences fold Neutral networks may consist of a single component or they

may have two� three or many components �See a recent analytical approach to

the problem by means of random graph theory� Reidys et al� �		�� It has been

shown by extensive computer studies that there exist extended neutral networks

percolating through the entire sequence space for the combinatory map of RNA

secondary structures generated by the mfeF algorithm �Schuster et al� �		�� Grner

et al� �		�a�b� Huynen et al� �		�b�

A neutral path is a path in neutral network such that the distance from the starting

point increases at each step On a neutral path of length n one can walk through

all of sequence space without ever changing the secondary structure Numerical

results from the combinatory maps of all algorithms show that neutral paths are

very long everywhere Consequently we �nd extended neutral networks indepen�

dently of the algorithm and the parameter set applied The same is true for the

phenomenon of shape space covering It depends on essentially only two proper�

ties� there have to be many more sequences than structures and the sequences

folding into the same structure have to be distributed �approximately� randomly

in sequence space Both requirements are ful�lled independently of algorithm and

parameter sets
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Discussion

Results of secondary structure predictions were studied for di�erent algorithms and

parameter sets The discussions starts with speci�c �ndings leaving the general

issues for the �nal part

Algorithms

In order to obtain information about the speci�c e�ects an algorithm imposes on

the statistical features of large ensembles of structures it is essential to consider

di�erent algorithms with the same set of energy parameters Mfe algorithms �nd

the global free energy minimum of the string by putting together all possible com�

binations of stacks and loops and selecting the one yielding the lowest free energy

value Kinetic algorithms generate the structure by successive incorporation of

stacks that have the highest equilibrium constant of formation �and thus minimize

stepwise free energy gains� In many cases the kinetic algorithm does not �nd the

global minimum This is most clearly seen in the mean free energies of structures

which are somewhat lower than those of the kinetic structures It is therefore

easy to visualize that the kinetic algorithm produces structures with longer stacks

which are more stable In addition mean loop sizes are larger as well The overall

e�ect of folding kinetics is a constraint on base pair formation resulting in fewer

pairs than would be obtained with the mfe criterion As a direct consequence

more bases must remain external The number of joints is nearly identical for

both classes of algorithms which might be accidental in the sense that it is still a

�nite size e�ect

Dependence on parameter sets

Non unexpectedly� the choice of the parameter set has a strong in uence on struc�
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ture prediction The old energy data set compiled by Salser ��	��� di�ers from

the updated version of Freier et al� ��	��� in several points�

� the base pairing energy of the GC pair is higher�

� no mismatch energies for nucleotides at the ends of stacks are taken into

account�

� hairpin loops have stronger destabilization e�ects� and

� internal loops destabilize less

The change of these energy parameters has the e�ect that mfeS structures set have

less base pairs and more loops The stacks are shorter and the loops are larger

than in the mfeF structures The mean loop degree is higher in mfeS structures

Important qualitative di�erences can be seen in the number of joints where mfeS

structures reach a constant value at fairly low chain lengths �n � ���� whereas

the mfeF parameter set yields an increase with n which is also shown by the

data derived with the kinetic algorithm The e�ect observed with the numbers

of external digits is a consequence of the numbers of joints The reasons for

these di�erences are to be seen mainly in the fact that hairpin loops are more

strongly destabilized by the mfeS parameterization and hence more internal loops

and multiloops are formed This explains also the higher mean loop degree in a

straightforward way Shorter stacks are found because internal loop are relatively

favorable and greater loop sizes are obtained since they are less destabilized than

the small ones The number of base pairs increases somewhat less than with the

mfeF parameters With respect to the numerical values the mfeS structures are

most stable but this is certainly an e�ect of the numerical parameter values and

hence not conclusive for stability arguments in general

General conclusions

The choice of algorithms and parameter sets has a strong in uence on the details of

the predicted structures Structure statistics� however� was found to be much less

� �� �
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sensitive The di�erences are readily explained in terms of di�erences in folding

criteria and parameters The same is true for the autocorrelation function of free

energies

As a kind of surprise we found also features of RNA secondary structures that

were �almost� independent of both algorithms and parameters� these were the au�

tocorrelation function of structures� the existence and the component structure of

neutral networks as well as the phenomenon of shape space covering Apparently�

these features depend primarily on the base pairing logic and consequently results

obtained with GC�sequences di�er strongly from those derived from the natural

AUGC alphabet
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Appendix� Random Structures

The number of possible secondary structures compatible with a sequence can be

enumerated recursively as shown in Waterman and Smith ��	��� Let m � 
 be

the minimum size of a hairpin� and #�p��q � � i� 	p and 	q can pair� � otherwise

Denote by Sp�q the number of possible structures on the subsequence $	p � � � 	q%�

then

Sl�n�� � Sl�n �
n�mX

k�l

Sl�k��Sk���n#�k��n��

with the initial conditions Si�j � � for j � i � m

For random sequences with stickiness p the expected number &Sn of compatible

structures is then

&Sn�� � &Sn � p
n�mX

k��

&Sk�� &Sn�k � &Sn � p
n��X

k�m

&Sk &Sn�k���

Extending this relation to structures with a minimum stack length l along the

lines shown in �Hofacker et al� �		��� we get the coupled recursions

&'n���l� � &'n�l� �
n��X

k�m��l��

&'�k�l� &'n�k���l�

&'�n�l� � p

�n�m���X

k�l��

&'��n��k�l�p
k

&'��n �l� � &'n�l�� &'�n���l�

&'n�l� � '��n���l� � � n � m� �l�

&'�n�l� � � m� �l � �

These relations can now be used to construct structures with a probability distri�

bution identical to choosing a sequence at random from an alphabet with stickiness

p and then randomly choosing a structure from the set of all structures compatible

with this particular sequence
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For the simpler case of minimum stack length � it is easy to see how to construct

such structures recursively� The �rst base of a structure of length n has to be

either unpaired or paired to some base k � n� the probability for the �rst case

being Sn���Sn and Sk��Sn�k�Sn for the latter We now have reduced the problem

to constructing a structure of length n� � or two structures of lengths k � � and

n�k� respectively We proceed until we reach substructures of length m � 
 which

then must be entirely unpaired For minimum stack lengths � � the procedure is

completely analogous if slightly more involved
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